An eddy viscosity model can be used as a computationally tractable alternative to that of the Navier-Stokes equations. Model errors immediately become a concern when considering such an approach, and quantifying this error is essen
INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is the center of attention for many scientists because of its practical applications in different branches of science. In predictions of turbulent flows, it is usual to estimate a suitable average instead of pointwise fluid velocities. Large eddy simulation, or LES, is a technique for simulation of the turbulent flow using a filtering procedure on Navier-Stokes equations, ultimately solving the equation for the average velocities. Averaging the Navier-Stokes equations affects the reliability of the solution, leading to model errors and uncertainty in the model predictions. This paper introduces the sensitivity analysis method as a means for assessing the uncertainty of the applied LES model. Assessing model error is only one aspect of the overall framework of error and uncertainty quantification; see [1] for a recent analysis which accounts for errors of various types within a much more formal framework. A paper published recently in this journal [2] shows that a certain method for introducing randomness into systems modeled using differential equations and their subsequent compuational simulations can significantly influence the power spectrum associated with realizations of the random fields. In particular, a parameter distinguishing the type of noise introduced into the model (white, pink, or brown noise) directly affects statistical properties of the output. Hence parametric uncertainty can be introduced into the process during the computational simulation of the system. Moreover, when design algorithms for large-scale engineering models are merged into the framework of uncertainty quantification, a variety of different stochastic variables is encountered and the uncertainty inherent in those parameters must be propagated through deterministic models [3] . Design sensitivity computation is an important element of these algorithms, and the ability to compute analytic moments and their design sensitivities is an important feature that is currently being explored [4] . The focus of this paper is the construction of an algorithm for efficient and accurate computation of sensitivity information for a particular LES model.
Generally speaking, sensitivity analysis of a physical system is the computation of derivatives of its state variables with respect to parameters upon which the response of the system explicitly and/or implicitly depends. By this definition, there are basically two main approaches for numerically approximating the sensitivities. One is using finite differences and the other is to form an equation for the designated sensitivity and then numerically solve it. The latter is called the sensitivity equation method or SEM. The SEM is classified into two different methods, the continuous sensitivity equation method or CSEM and the automatic differentiation method or ADM. This categorization follows from the issue of obtaining the discrete sensitivity equation either by first differentiating the state equation and then discretizing both the state and the sensitivity equations or by first discretizing the state equation and then differentiating the discretized equation to obtain a discrete sensitivity equation. The CSEM corresponds to the differentiate-then-discretize approach, and the ADM corresponds to the discretize-then-differentiate algorithm. In ADM, the discrete sensitivity system is obtained using automatic differentiation software, and this approach has been well-studied and has seen significant developments in the last 20 years; see [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for just a few of the many examples in the literature. CSEM and ADM are not completely mutually exclusive techniques. The two can be combined, and this is illustrated in [11] .
Sensitivities computed by CSEM or ADM are not the same, but in both approaches, as grid sizes go to zero the discrete sensitivities converge to the same entity in most cases. There are examples where the sensitivity function is less smooth than the original state variable. If this is not taken into account, each approach can fail to yield the correct sensitivity approximation; see [12] for a simple one-dimensional (1D) example to illustrate this issue. To study advantages and disadvantages of these two strategies in detail, please see [13] . Both CSEM and ADM have been used successfully in many cases, and the approach one may choose depends on which one is easier to handle in the context of its disadvantages. A recent paper by Li et al. [14] demonstrates the use of AD and adjoint method techniques to augment sampling methods with derivative information for efficient estimation of system response under parametric uncertainty. Although the computation of the gradient of the system response may be relatively expensive when compared to the cost of one system simulation for a given choice of parameters, the computational cost is also independent of the dimension of the parameter space. For model simulations with a large number of system parameters, using this approach holds a clear advantage over the CSEM. The paper also shows that obtaining derivative information using that approach must address issues of ill-conditioning in the polynomial regression, and differentiability with respect to uncertainty quantifiers is assumed for the theoretical results.
When one is utilizing a flow solver code, a finite difference quotient approximation to a sensitivity is simple to implement. However, it may not be an efficient method for computing sensitivities (see for example [15] ). It produces large errors in addition to being computationally expensive in the sense that the code used for calculating a nonlinear flow has to be run for two different parameter inputs at the very least (see surveys [13, 15] ).
In computing the flow sensitivity via CSEM, once the flow solution is obtained only a linear equation needs to be solved, which can be done using the same program as the one used for approximating the flow. Often the flow sensitivity solution can be done simultaneously with the flow solve or as one extra linear solve once the flow solver has converged. Hence, the sensitivity computation is obtained for a fraction of the computational cost of the original flow solve. Therefore, the use of CSEM is preferable to the use of the finite difference method, and one goal of this paper is to illustrate that extra computational effort expended in the sensitivity solve is far outweighed by the additional information that the sensitivity information provides the model practitioner. A comparison between these two methods in calculating sensitivity has been presented for a specific forebody design problem by Borggaard et al. [15] and for the specific model problem in this paper by the author in [16] . CSEM has been used to compute the sensitivity of flows with respect to different flow-related parameters. Much work has been done on this by Borggaard, Godfrey, and others (see the surveys [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). This paper focuses on the sensitivity of a subgrid eddy viscosity model or EVM with respect to the variation of the eddy viscosity parameter using CSEM. If we consider the eddy viscosity parameter as the filter length scale in the fluid model (see [16] ), then sensitivity analysis can be used as a tool to compute the flow solution uncertainty due to the choice of the filter length scale. One subgrid EVM idea was introduced by Layton in [23] . In [24] , the authors present the analysis and numerical computations of two first-order semi-implicit schemes for EVM as well as Navier-Stokes equations. An error analysis of EVM using discontinuous polynomial approximations can also be studied in [25] .
The subgrid EVM in a bounded, simply connected two-or three-dimensional domain Ω with polygonal boundary ∂Ω is outlined as follows:
(1.1)
represents the resulting approximation of the large eddy velocity of a viscous incompressible fluid, p : Ω × (0, T ] → R the large eddy pressure, P , the complement of filtering operator, is considered as P = I − P , where P :
, denoted by L, and f , the external force, is in
In this model ν > 0 is the kinematic viscosity, which is inversely proportional to the Reynolds number Re, and α, the eddy viscosity parameter, corresponds to the filter length scale in LES models. Therefore its values vary between 0 and 1 with α = 0 corresponding to the Navier-Stokes equations.
Because different values of α in (1.1) cause different responses of the flow, it is natural to explore the sensitivity of the flow system and also the uncertainty of some computational fluid dynamics predictions which can be affected by changing the flow solution with respect to the variation of this parameter.
Generally, the EVM takes the form of finding the approximate large-scale velocity w and pressure p satisfying ∇ · w = 0 and
where
, and ν T is the eddy viscosity coefficient that must be specified to select the model. One of the most commonly used EVMs is the Smagorinsky model that is given by the eddy viscosity choice of
Once the Smagorinsky constant C s ∈ [0.01, 0.1] and the initial boundary conditions are specified, for a given α Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) determine a solution (w, p) implicitly as a function of α displaying sensitivity with respect to the variations of this parameter. Sensitivity discussion of (1.2) is given in [26] . Other types of EVM are presented and analyzed in [27] [28] [29] .
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First the sensitivity equation of EVM introduced by Eq. (1.1) with respect to the eddy viscosity parameter is derived. The complete numerical analysis of this equation using a semiimplicit discretization motivated by the work of authors in [24] is provided. Second, the sensitivity information is used to quantify the uncertainty of the EVM solution due to the variations of α. Furthermore, the paper extends the application of the sensitivity computation in improving the predictions of flow functionals.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic notation and mathematical preliminaries. In Section 3, we derive the sensitivity equation of EVM with respect to the eddy viscosity parameter α. Then we illustrate the discretizations and numerical analysis of both EVM and its corresponding sensitivity equation in Sections 4 and 5. The last section is devoted to numerically demonstrating the use of sensitivity computation in uncertainty analysis of the flow solutions themselves as well as in the improvement of drag estimation. Two standard benchmark problems provide the illustrative examples.
PRELIMINARY NOTATION AND FUNCTION SPACES
In this section we briefly introduce some definitions and notations which will be used often throughout this work. For a comprehensive presentation of each concept we refer the interested reader to [30] and [31] . The L 2 (Ω) inner product, norm, and the seminorm of vectors and tensors are presented by (·, ·), || · ||, and | · |, respectively. For the Hilbert space H r (Ω), the seminorm is denoted by | · | r . Following is the notation for function spaces that provide us with the natural environment for the variational theory of partial differential equations,
For any triangulation T h of Ω and any positive integer r, if P r denotes the set of polynomials of degree r, the finite dimensional subspaces are
The following definitions of norms and function spaces are provided for simplicity in notation.
Definition 2.1.
where ∆t = T /N , and the function spaces are defined by
For the treatment of the convective term in Eq. (1.1), we remind the reader that the following trilinear form
is well-defined and continuous on these spaces and it is skew-symmetric in its last two arguments. As shown in [30] ,
In the analysis, we often use the following inequalities:
• Young's inequality: for any real numbers a, b, and > 0:
with p = q = 2 or p = 4/3 and q = 4.
• Generalized Hölder's inequality:
, and w ∈ L r (Ω) so that 1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ ∞, and
• Poincare-Friedrich's inequality: If Ω is bounded and connected, then there is a constant C such that
It is well known that Gronwall's inequality plays an important role in the study of differential systems of various kind. Here we state the discrete version of Gronwall's inequality (see [32] ).
Overall in this paper, C denotes a generic positive constant and is independent of the mesh size, the viscosity ν, and the eddy viscosity parameter α.
It is known from [33] that if the right-hand side function f in Navier-Stokes equations (1.1) with
By assumptions (2.1)-(2.3), we aim to find the error estimates that are of optimal order with respect to the mesh size h, as h → 0. Error estimates of (r + 1)st-order based on (2.1)-(2.3) are obtained if the selected finite element spaces for the discrete velocity and pressure possess (r + 1)st-order approximability properties, i.e., those consisting of piecewise polynomial functions of degree less than r and r − 1, respectively (see [34, 35] ).
THE CONTINUOUS SENSITIVITY EQUATION OF EVM
Various responses of the turbulence models to the users-elected model parameters have naturally led the scientists to study the sensitivity of models with respect to the variations of those parameters. For example, the EVM in (1.1) displays a sensitivity to the different values of parameter α. We apply the CSEM as a technique for such study and in this section we form a system of the continuous equations for the sensitivity by implicit differentiation of (1.1), with respect to α.
Definition 3.1.
Let (w, p) be the solution of (1.1). The sensitivity of (w, p) to variations of α is defined to be the derivative of (w, p) with respect to α.
Assuming that the L 2 -orthogonal projection P is differentiable with respect to parameter α, since this operator is a linear operator, using the chain rule it is easy to show that the operator P and then P commute with differentiation with respect to α. Therefore, sensitivity of the solution (w, p) of the system (1.1) can be computed from the following sensitivity equation:
As it can be observed in (3.1), w appears in the sensitivity equation. Therefore, to complete the sensitivity analysis we need to couple (3.1) with (1.1). Sensitivities in LES models have been introduced and discussed in [26] . The algorithm of computing sensitivity from (3.1) is presented in [16] .
THE DISCRETIZATIONS
This section is devoted to introducing the basis for deriving a finite element approximation of (1.1) and (3.1). We first assume that the three basic aspects of the finite element method, i.e., the existence of a triangulation of Ω, the construction of a finite dimensional subspace consisting of piecewise polynomials, and the existence of a basis of functions having small support, hold. Then we apply the following classical steps:
• Variational Formulation: Equations (1.1) and (3.1) are reformulated in a weak form after multiplication by a suitable set of test functions, v ∈ X and λ ∈ Q, and performing an integration upon the domain. At this stage, the integration by parts is used to reduce the order of differentiation for solutions, w and s.
• Discretization in Space: Let h ∈ (0, 1], tending to zero, be the mesh spacing for finite element, then
) fulfills the inf-sup or Babuska-Brezzi stability condition, the pressure p h can be eliminated from the system in its discrete form (see [30] ). By a similar analysis, its discrete sensitivity q h is removed from the sensitivity equation. In the resulting equations, for each t ∈ [0, T ], w h and s h are solved in V h . In addition, the nature of the L 2 -orthogonal projection P leads us to consider a multiscale spatial discretization for the model as follows. Let h and H denote two different mesh widths
Note that P H is determined by the choice of L H . The space L H is considered as the space of large scales of the velocity that are numerically solved by EVM since H represents the coarse mesh size. By the properties of P as an L 2 -orthogonal projection, it is easy to show that P H (∇w
• Discretization in Time: We start with partitioning the time interval [0, T ] into N subintervals [t n , t n+1 ] of length ∆t = T /N , with t 0 = 0 and t N = T . Then, at each time level t n , an approximation to w and s, denoted by w h n and s h n , respectively, are obtained. To achieve a full discretization of (1.1) and (3.1), we use a first-order implicitexplicit time-stepping scheme. This scheme was first introduced and analyzed for a convection-diffusion type of equation in [36] . A complete analysis of this scheme along with another semi-implicit scheme for EVM can be studied in [24] . The method uses an implicit structure on stabilizing terms and an explicit one on unstabilizing terms. The discretization leads to linearizing w · ∇w by w n · ∇w n+1 in Eq. (1.1) and treating P (∇w) in (1.1) and also P (∇s) in (3.1) explicitly.
Note that the time discretizations of the EVM and sensitivity equations are of a basic Euler approach. The details of each step of the discretization are described below.
The variational formulations of EVM and CSEM in X and Q are, respectively, given as
for all v ∈ X, λ ∈ Q and
The discretized variational formulation of (4.2) and (4.3) in space, respectively, read as follows:
and
Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) can be rewritten equivalently as follows:
The fully discrete form of (4.6) and (4.7) reads as follows: Given w h n , we seek w
The algorithm for numerically calculating the L 2 -projection terms in (4.8) and (4.9), i.e., P (∇w h n ) and P (∇s h n ), is presented in [16] . Next, we study the stability and the convergence of the approximated large eddy velocity w and its sensitivity s resulting from (4.8) and (4.9), respectively.
THE STABILITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS
This section illustrates the stability and error estimate of the approximated eddy viscosity and its sensitivity in (4.8) and (4.9). The stability and error bounds, and the rate of convergence for EVM in (4.8) is stated in Proposition 5.1, Theorem 3, and Corollary 5. The proofs of these results are similar to the ones for the sensitivity equation in (4.9) and can be also found in [24] . Therefore the authors present the proofs for the sensitivity equation that are more technical.
Our error analysis requires us to assume that for a constant C, the finite dimensional space L H satisfies an inverse inequality of the form found in [23] and given by
The inverse inequality (5. In addition, we list an equality and some inequalities that are used throughout the given proofs in the following lemma.
then the following equality and inequalities hold:
Proof. The equality (5.2) is obtained using the fact that P and P are complement projections, i.e., P + P = I. The inequality (5.3) is an immediate conclusion of (5. 
Proof. See [24] .
The proofs of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 4 are largely technical; therefore we give in advance a brief sketch of those proofs step by step.
Step 1: In variational formulation (4.9), move the convective and the projection terms to the right side.
Step 2: Choose the test function v h = s h n+1 and modify the convective term as following:
Step 3: Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then Young's inequality on each term of the right-hand side.
Step 4: Sum the inequality over the time and apply Gronwall's Lemma 1.
Proposition 5.2.
Given any strong solution w of (1.1) and its approximated solution w h of (4.8) on the interval
, for any positive integer N , the sensitivity solution s h N of (4.9) is stable. Specifically,
Proof. First take the convective and the projection terms in (4.
To find the stability bound, each term on the right side of (5.8) should be bounded. The standard method is to apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality followed by the Young's inequality. This implies
Sum the above inequality from 0 to N , then multiply by 2∆t to get
Using the inequality (5.3) on the right-hand side of (5.9) and by Gronwall's inequality, one finds
The bound in (5.7) is obtained simply by replacing the stability bound for w h from Proposition 5.1 in the last inequality. 
. where
Following is the algorithm of the proof of Theorem 4 on sensitivity error estimation.
Step 1: Subtract the variational formulation (4.9) from (4.3) to obtain the error equation (5.14) . Notice that the local truncation error is in the following form:
Step 2: Take (s,q) ∈ (V h , Q h ) to be any interpolation and split the error e
and λ h =q n+1 and replace P by I − P to get (5.15).
Step 3: Use (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5). Rewrite the trilinear terms as follows:
(5.12)
Step 4: On the right side of (5.16), use inequalities (2.1)-(2.3) along with Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then apply Young's inequality.
Step 5: Add up over time steps and apply Gronwall's Lemma 1 to (5.18) to obtain an error estimate for φ h .
Step 6: Compute the error estimate s − s h by triangle inequality. The terms containing η are bounded by the interpolation error estimate of the finite element spaces.
Theorem 4. Suppose that the assumption of 3 holds and in addition
as the mesh size h → 0. Let (s, q) be a sensitivity strong solution such that 
Proof. Subtracting (4.9) from (4.3) yields the following error equation:
For any interpolations, the error is decomposed into e
, and λ h =q n+1 in (5.14). Replace P by I −P in the following terms: P (w t,n ), P (w ttt,n ), P (w tt,n ), and P (∇v h ). The resulting equation is 
Technically, we want to bound all the terms on the right-hand side of (5.16). This is done first by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality along with inequalities (2.1) to (2.3), then by applying Young's inequality (see the bounds in the Appendix). Inserting all the bounds into (5.16) yields In the next step, multiplying by ∆t and summing from 0 to N gives
and let
The result is obtained by applying Gronwall's inequality and the fact that |||e|||
Corollary 5. The optimal rate of convergence for the left-hand side of (5.10) is obtained with the choice of
Corollary 6. Under the assumption of Corollary 5, the rate of convergence for the left-hand side of (5.13) is O(h
Proof. To find the rate of convergence for the error estimate in (5.13), we compute the rate of convergence for B 1 (ν, α, H), B 2 (ν, α, H), and B 3 (ν, e). By Corollary 5, given 0 ≤ α = h a ≤ ∆t, with a > 0, and 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, our numerical studies illustrate the convergence results for the fully discrete sensitivity equation in (4.9) and two applications of the sensitivity computation for the subgrid EVM given by (1.1), one in assessing the uncertainty of the approximated solution due to the variation of the eddy viscosity parameter and the second one in improving the flow functionals. In these studies, we have used the two-dimensional cavity problem and the twodimensional flow around a cylinder as our test problems. Section 6.1 presents numerical studies in support of the error estimates and the convergence rate stated in Theorem 4 and Corollary 6. The experiment contained in Section 6.2 provides an example for numerically specifying an interval of reliability which indicates a range of values of the eddy viscosity parameter that yield the most reliable approximation for a given problem. The computations in Section 6.3 present a more accurate estimation of the drag values in the classical example of flow around a cylinder by using the flow variable sensitivities as the first-order correction terms in the Taylor expansion of flow variables.
Numerical results contained in this paper are obtained by choosing the finite element spaces X h , Q h , and L H to be spaces of piecewise polynomials of degree 2, piecewise linear polynomials, and piecewise constant functions, respectively. This set of finite element spaces ensures the stability of the computed L 2 -orthogonal projection P from the system of (4.1) at each time step. Furthermore, the inequality (5.1) holds for P . All calculations presented in this paper were carried out using the software package FreeFEM++; see [37] for details and examples.
Convergence Results
Convergence results for the numerical scheme in (4.9) are given in this section. These results are shown using the two-dimensional cavity problem for the spatial convergence and the two-dimensional flow in a channel with cylinder for the convergence in time. In [24] , the authors provide the analysis and numerical computations of the scheme in (4.8) for the approximated velocity w h .
Convergence in Space
The numerical experiment is performed on the two-dimensional cavity problem [38] ; see also [16] for a comparison of the sensitivity computations for the cavity problem via two different strategies. We numerically solve Eq. T . The initial condition is chosen to be w(0, x, y) = (3y 2 − 2y, 0) T in Ω. It is clear that since the initial and boundary conditions for w do not depend on α, we have zero initial and boundary condition for sensitivity s.
The sensitivity s h is computed at each time step t i using the scheme in (4.9) through computing w h (t i+1 ) from (4.8). We use the numerical approximation obtained with a mesh size h * = 1/49 and a coarse mesh size H * = 1/7 as the sensitivity true solution of (4.9). For the error computations, a sequence of grids is generated with the structure
, for k = 3, 4, 5, 6. These computations are obtained using a fixed eddy viscosity parameter of α = 0.05 and the uniform time step ∆t = 0.001 for 1000 steps. Given a grid size, denoted by h, the error in the calculation of {s h n } N n=1 is defined as follows:
Selecting different values for ν = 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 in (4.8) and (4.9), the error computations for ||e s || L ∞ (L 2 ) are given in Fig. 1 . According to data shown in this figure, ||e s || L∞(L 2 ) decreases with the mesh refinement for all ν, but its value is larger for smaller values of viscosity.
The convergence rate of the error is determined by calculating the exponent a in the expression
where h 1 = 1/25 and h 2 = 1/36. Mathematically, this is equivalent to measuring the slope of the line connecting the leftmost two points in the log-log error plots shown in Fig. 1 . The rate coefficient a for different viscosity values are listed in Table 1 . Note that in this experiment α = 0.05 ≈ h 0.835975 and H = h 0.5 . Thus, with our choice of spaces according to Corollary 6, we expect a rate of convergence between 0.335975 and 2 for all ν.
Convergence in Time
For this numerical experiment, we consider the standard test problem of two-dimensional flow in a channel around a cylinder. The geometry is indicated in Fig. 2 . The channel height and width are, respectively, 0.41 and 2.2 m. The cylinder, denoted by D, has radius 0.05 m, and it has been placed in the geometry so that its center is given by the coordinates (0.2, 0.2). We seek to generate a numerical approximation to the solution of (1.1) where for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the inflow conditions are given below and represent a parabolic inflow that is periodic in time:
A free condition is used for the outflow boundary condition, and the remaining boundary and initial conditions are given by
For the triangulation of the domain in Fig. 2 , note that each mesh is nonuniform in the sense that the mesh is finer around the cylinder D. A given mesh is constructed using a maximum size, denoted by h max , for the sides of the channel and a minimum size, denoted by h min , for the boundary of D. We identify these maximum and minimum sizes of the mesh using the ordered pair (h max , h min ). For the numerical computation of the projection operator, the applied coarse mesh has the same structure and is always chosen as ( √ h max , √ h min ). 
The Interval of Reliability
The aim of this numerical study is to show that the flow sensitivity obtained from (4.9) can be used to quantify the reliability of a flow solution computed using (4.8) for different values of α. The idea is simply based on the following difference quotient for the sensitivity: Considering w as an implicit function of α, w(0) indicates the true solution of Navier-Stokes equations while w(α) for α > 0 denotes the corresponding EVM approximation. According to (6.2) , the EVM solution is an accurate approximation to the Navier-Stokes solution when ||w(α)−w(0)|| is small, and the accuracy of the EVM approximation can be estimated by measuring α||s||. As noted in Section 1, the sensitivity calculation can be coupled with that of the original EVM simulation. Hence, one can compute a model simulation with a given set of parameters and, for a nominal extra cost, the sensitivity computation can be obtained and a quantitative measure of reliability can be computed. This is illustrated for a test problem in the following paragraphs. The test problem used in this numerical study is the two-dimensional cavity problem defined on a unit square with the same boundary and initial conditions as described in Section 6.1.1. All computations are carried out with a fixed mesh size h = 1/36 and coarse mesh size H = 1/6, and the uniform step ∆t = 0.001 for 1000 steps. Table 2 presents α||s|| L ∞ (0,T ;L 2 ) values for variations of the parameter α and different flow viscosities corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 1000, 5000, 10,000, and 50,000. This table demonstrates that the large eddy velocity w is highly sensitive with respect to the small values of α, i.e., α ≤ 0.025, for all the tested Reynolds numbers and there is a large increase in the sensitivity values as α takes on values closer to 0 (see Fig. 5 ).
Note that by selecting large values for the eddy viscosity parameter α, e.g., larger or equal to 0.25, all the velocity scales that are less than or equal to the parameter α are removed from the flow structure. Hence, an approximated EVM flow solution corresponding to large values of α is not considered to be a reliable approximation to a solution of the Navier-Stokes model because too much of the small-scale structure has been lost. This situation is especially tenuous for the case of high Reynolds numbers where the velocity contains a large number of small scales. Therefore, the practitioner must seek to find the optimal balance between choosing a value of α that is "small enough" to provide a reliable approximation to the Navier-Stokes flow while choosing a value of α that is "large enough" so that the computation of the large eddy velocity w is relatively insensitive to small changes in α. That is, we seek to identify a range of values for the interval of reliability so that both α and α||s|| are small. To determine the interval of reliability, one can use (6.2) along with the Taylor expansion,
One first obtains a number of flow and sensitivity approximations for a variety of values of α as seen in Table 2 . For the calculations of the current example, a reliable solution is obtained for α values when α||s|| from (6.2) is minimized and O(α 2 ) in (6.3) is of order less than 0.01. Table 2 suggests that an approximate interval of reliability for this model problem is [0.05,0.075]. That is, for α in the interval [0.05,0.075], the approximated flow response using the EVM (4.8) is a reliable approximation to the Navier-Stokes flow for the given Reynolds numbers in this experiment.
Improving Flow Functionals
Let J(w(0)) = J(u) be a flow functional. Assume that w(0) is extremely computationally expensive to obtain directly, and one would like to compute a less expensive approximation. Then, expanding J(u) around a nonzero α implies that
Notice that for linear functionals, J = J; therefore, the approximation (6.4) is rewritten as
This idea was proposed by Anitescu and Layton for LES models and was tested on the Smagorinsky model in [26] . The lift and drag functional for Navier-Stokes equations is given by 6) wheren denotes the normal vector on the cylinder boundary D directing into the channel, ∇ s u presents the deformation tensor and is 1/2(∇u + ∇u T ), the unit vectorâ in the positive direction of x axis or negative direction of y axis yields the drag or lift flow functional.
The computations in this experiment are carried out using the two-dimensional flow around a cylinder given in Section 6.1.2. The reference value of drag for this test problem is obtained by performing the direct numerical solution (DNS) method to a uniform fine mesh of size (1/100, 1/121) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 4. Table 3 indicates the reference values of maximum drag, and the error in its estimation using the approximated large eddy velocity and pressure (w, p) and (w − αs, p − αq) in (6.6) for different values of ν. In this experiment, the approximated flow variables and their sensitivities are obtained from (4.8) and (4.9) with α = 0.00125 and a mesh size of (1/49, 1/64). This table presents more accurate drag values by (w − αs, p − αq) for all ν, especially for ν ≤ 0.01.
Examining the norm of the sensitivity quantities for a range of values of ν in Table 4 , one observes that the norm of the sensitivity is negligible for ν ≥ 0.1. Therefore, the flow is insensitive to small changes in ν over that range of values. This is also reflected in Table 3 , as we see that the computed drag values using (w − αs, p − αq) show only a small improvement in comparison to the ones computed using (w, p) when ν ≥ 0.1 . However, for ν ≤ 0.01, the errors incurred by using (w − αs, p − αq) improve (or decrease) by a full order of magnitude. According to Table 4 , for small values of ν, i.e., ν ≤ 0.01, the flow becomes more sensitive, and using sensitivity information improves the estimated values of the drag functional significantly.
Note that this type of information can also be obtained graphically, and the reduction of error that one sees by using sensitivity information error can fluctuate depending on the boundary and initial conditions as well as the time at which one examines the errors. For this particular model problem, we present a few graphical representations of error that exhibit such fluctuations. A comparison between the error estimates of drag values using (w, p) and (w − αs, p − αq) at time T =1, 2, 3, and 4 for different values of ν is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For the particular boundary and initial conditions in this example, note that the maximum value of drag occurs at time T = 2, and the drag values at T = 4 are very small since the inflow vanishes at this specific time. Hence, the amount of improvement in flow functional estimation that one obtains using the sensitivity information can fluctuate over the range of parameter values as well as over the time interval of interest. In particular, reductions of error are the most significant where the sensitivities are larger than the norm. Here, that corresponds to ν ≤ 0.01. This is of course a crude estimation in the sense that we have only examined a small number of parameter values between 10 −4 and 1. However, even the limited information provided by such an experiment provide beneficial insight as to when the EVM is a reliable model to use within the framework of an optimal design process. Note that the sensitivity information used here can be extracted in a very inexpensive manner once the numerical method for (4.8) is constructed. The incorporation of the sensitivity equation in (4.9) into a numerical algorithm that computes both the eddy velocities and their sensitivities is very straightforward as the bulk of the work for the computation is in the implementation of Eq. (4.8). Once that is accomplished, computations for Eq. (4.9) are easily added since all of the data structures and projection calculations are virtually the same or very similar.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have developed and analyzed a numerical method for simulating an eddy viscosity model and its corresponding sensitivity with respect to the eddy viscosity parameter. The method is a first-order implicit-explicit time-stepping method. The fully discrete approximations are constructed for velocity and its sensitivity utilizing the finite element method in space. We provided the optimal rate of convergence for these estimations using piecewise polynomial functions of degree r. Once the numerical algorithm for solving the EVM is implemented, the sensitivity calculations can be appended to it for a nominal amount of effort. Convergence studies for both time and space were included for standard test problems. Subsequent numerical experiments illustrate that the sensitivity calculations are quite useful in quantifying the uncertainty of model errors incurred by using the EVM as an approximation to the full-blown Navier-Stokes model. In addition, the sensitivity information is shown to provide increased accuracy in flow functionals for a relatively inexpensive cost of the sensitivity calculation. This increase in accuracy may also lead to a more efficient optimal design process. 
